
What do I already do musically?

How have I developed my natural skillset? 

What new ideas and influences am I engaging with?
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5 year Learning Journey- MUSIC
Each unit is split into 3 key skills 
areas: 
Performance
Composition
Listening and Appraising 

How will my musical 
journey continue?

What am I wanting to 
develop musically for 

myself?

What do I need to develop 
to thrive at GCSE?

Have I identified and worked on the areas I was 
most inexperienced with at the start of the course?

What skills have I learned that will help me in life?

Singing and 
Rhythm Skills
Sing together / alone
Improvise short motif
Identify tuning and timing, 
know how to read rhythmic 
notation 

KS3 Project
Perform a piece in any chosen genre on any instrument
Edit, refine and extend musical ideas
Analyse form, structure and instrumental techniques

Freestyle
Perform a rap/ beatbox beat 
Implement compositional techniques 
to create a beat
Evolution of rap and techniques 
included within this genre of music. 

Music for Media
Perform original music for film/ video game or advert music
Create music suitable for film scenes/ video games or adverts
Evaluate the effect of sound on visuals

Preparing Performance 
Perform as part of an ensemble and as a soloist 
Follow conventional aspects and playing styles
Apply expressive passages appropriate to the style 

Popular Music 
Perform appropriately for the genre 

Compose using appropriate technology
Know musical icons and techniques

Film Music 
Play underscores effectively
Have music that fits scene changes
Know key composers and features

Music for Ensemble
Perform in varied groups
Implement stylistic features
Know typical groups for different 
genres and styles 

Song writing
Showcase original music 
Create unique and harmonically pleasing 
ideas 
Understand typical chord sequences

Forms and Devices 
Explore performance through musical devices
Include specific techniques in a composition
Identify forms and devices either written or aurally

Free composition 
Perform a variety of music using instruments
Create and write a piece in any style/ genre
Develop further understanding of features used in different genres

Composing to a brief
Utilise personal instrument knowledge in composition
Create a piece of music for a specific brief given by Eduqas
Know what features/devices are needed to meet a brief

Keyboards and Scales
Perform tunes and scales 
Know how to write a song using scales
Identify the notes on the piano and stave

Musical Elements and Ukulele
Use expression in performance
Write contrasting ideas 
Know what the elements are

The Orchestra and Garageband
Play different instrument techniques
Create a piece of music using different sounds / timbres
Identify instrument groups

Harmony/ Chords and Mash ups
Perform a song with accompanying chords

Create a mash up, overlapping more than one tune/ melody
Identify different tonalities

Music Theory and Aural Skills
Perform melodic and harmonic ideas 
Composing using theoretical techniques
Analyse music with musical terminology

Musical Eras
Perform music in that style 
Know technology differences 
Know the history of European 
music 

Name: 

……………………

……………………

Room: …………..



Building foundations

Applying new skills

Building confidence
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Music Strategy Journey

Applying skills to a wider context

Building greater technical understanding 

Applying my creative skills professionally

Collaboration

Language 

Empathy

Trust 

Elements 

Aural Training 

Resilience 

Unity 

Originality 

Self-assurance 

Risk-taking

Focus

Independence 

Refinement 

Perspective 

Development Negotiation

Critical Thinking

Teamwork 

Autonomy 

Imagination 

Technical control

Stylistic awarenessLanguage 

Evaluation

Historical context

Musicianship

Explore 

Star quality
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